**Headley Way - London Road**

- **December 2017**

- **Headley Way to John Radcliffe Hospital**
- **Off road cycle path proposed next to carriageway through narrowing existing grass verges on both sides of Headley Way. Footpath and cycle path to be segregated by existing grass verge and trees**
- **Grass verges narrowed to accommodate off road cycle path next to road. Footpath and cycle path segregated by existing grass verges and trees (trees retained where possible, or replanted where necessary)**
- **Localised cycle path narrowing around trees (to retain trees)**
- **Existing crossing upgraded to pedestrian and cycle (toucan) crossing**
- **Carriageway narrowed between London Road and Woodlands Road to provide off road cycle path, segregated from footpath by narrowed existing grass verges and trees**
- **Cycle path becomes shared with pedestrians around bus stops**
- **London Road narrowed to city centre**
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*Note: colours not representative of surface materials*